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A New Balance
Hybrid qualities are produced with a mixture 
of natural yarns and technical yarns. 
The balance between these elements 
confers to the fabrics better performances.

NATURAL + TECHNICAL
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HYBRID_01 HYBRID_02

HYBRID_03 HYBRID_04

THE CONCEPTS
Fabrics with a maximum array of functions that
can be used in a wide variety of applications 
due to their good specific properties 
and limited environmental impact. The cooling Hybrid The healthy Hybrid

The renewable Hybrid The natural Hybrid

Linen + FRECC! RESTORE + BIOTUNE

Bamboo + ReUSE Cotton + Bamboo + Linen
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HYBRID_01

Thermo-
regulator

Breathable Non-stop 
performance

Resistant 
over time

WashableMoisture 
Management

LINEN FABRIC + COOLING EFFECT
The natural freshness of linen masterly blended with 
a unique cooling yarn that thanks to its high thermal 
conductivity dissipates faster the excess body heat.

Linen + FRECC!

PROPERTIES
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HYBRID_02
RESTORE + BIOTUNE

Breathable Resistant 
over time

Non-stop 
performance

Antistatic WashableSoft to 
the touch

Thermo-
regulator

BIOCERAMIC + ANTIRADIATION PROPERTIES
The solution which helps to protect our body. 
RESTORE, made up with bioceramic yarn, absorbs body heat, 
turn it into far infrared light (FIR) and send it back 
to the body tissue and muscles, increasing circulation 
and oxygen. BIOTUNE, made up with BioSynth technology, 
give it better resistance to electromagnetic pollution.

PROPERTIES
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HYBRID_03

Breathable Resistant 
over time

Non-stop 
performance

Anti-mold Antibacterial Soft to 
the touch

Eco-friendly Anti-odour

BAMBOO + RECYCLED YARN
Featuring the techno natural blend. The recycled polyester 
yarn mixed with the natural properties of the bamboo. 
A trendy concept for a low environmental impact fabric.

Bamboo + ReUSE

PROPERTIES
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HYBRID_04
Cotton + Bamboo + Linen

A NATURAL MIX
Hybrid 04 is a collection of natural fabrics that combine yarns of different 
origins in unique and complex patterns. Their design is what catches the eye: 
these games of textures will give an alternative look to your mattress. 
A complete natural touch: the softness of cotton is combined with the 
durability of bamboo and the refreshing thermoregulatory properties of linen.
By combining these different materials we obtain soft and resistant fabrics.

PROPERTIES

Breathable Resistant 
in time

Natural Soft to 
the touch
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Discover our news and solutions 
on stellinigroup.com
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Europe | Italy
Stellini Srl
T +39 0331 072501
info@stellinigroup.com

South America | Argentina
Jacquard Textile South America
T +54 11 4238-2451
administracion@jacquard-textile.ar

Asia |China
Jacquard Textile Ltd.
T +86 15989 517 319
shine@jacquard-textile.com

Asia | Thailand
Jacquard Textile (Asia) Ltd.
T +66 32 446 864
sales@jacquard-textile.com

Asia | India
Jacquard Fabrics India
+91 98659 35935
mail@jacquardfabrics.in

Europe | Spain
Stellini Iberica
T +34 963 214 340
iberica@stellinigroup.com

Russia
Stellini.RU
T + 7 4932932 969
infoweb@stellinigroup.ru

USA
CT Nassau
T +1 336 570 0091
salesmgt@ctnassau.com

More info
info@stellinigroup.com


